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SUMMARY

Phase I of the Blue Mountain Project has been com 

pleted at a cost of $20,000.00. This program was 

funded by Goldstreet Resources Limited through the 

Longbow Lake Exploration Syndicate and managed by 

Premier Explorations Inc. The program was highly 

successful in exploring an area of known gold min 

eralization in the central portion of the property. 

Altered and sheared tuffaceous rocks with minor 

intercalated interflow sedimentary horizons were 

exposed by stripping and trenching. All the rock 

types have been intensely fractured on a regional 

basis, accompanied by silicification, carbonitiz- 

ation and sulphide mineralization. Gold values up 

to 0.19 oz./ton were obtained with numerous low 

values present everywhere. The fact that this suite 

of rocks has been regionally fractured, silicified 

and mineralized with gold is considered most en 

couraging and presents an excellent environment 

for exploring for gold deposits. Further explor 

ation work is recommended.
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INTRODUCTION- The property described herein comprises 24 un-

patented mining claims located in Bernhardt and 

Maisonville Townships, Larder Lake Mining Division, 

District of Timiskaming, Ontario. The claims are 

numbered as follows: L-739257 to L-739260 inclusive 

recorded March 2?, 1984 and L-799362 to L-799365 

inclusive, L-799372 to L-799381 inclusive and
*

L-799387 to L-799392 inclusive recorded April 

4, 1984. The property is situated approximately

8 miles northwest of the Town of Kirkland Lake and 

is owned by Premier Explorations Inc. Title to the 

property is currently registered in the name of this 

writer who is President of Premier Explorations Inc. 

Subject to an Agreement dated July 25 , 1 985 Goldstreet 

Resourced Limited has elected to earn a 65^ interest 

in the property with funding of the work program 

advanced by the Longbow Lake Exploration Syndicate 

which is owned by Goldstreet Resources Limited. 

Phase I of this project has been completed at a 

cost of $20,000.00 and included stripping, trenching, 

mapping and sampling in the central portion of the 

property. 

ACCESS- Access to the property is by way of the Trans

Canada Highway (Highway 11), 14 miles north to the 

turn off at Bourkes from Kenogami Lake which is

9 miles west of Kirkland Lake, Ontario. From 

Bourkes Station on the Ontario Northland Railway 

one travels an all-weather gravel road easterly
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for approximately three miles, from which point 

an old wagon road trends southeasterly for two and 

one half miles to the Kinika shaft area. One and 

one half miles of the road can be travelled by four . 

wheel drive trucks and the remaining mile could be 

made passable by trucks for about $20 ( 000.00. From 

the Kinika shaft area a tractor road trends south 

easterly for one and one half miles to the Jumbo 

vein area, but this road is very swampy and access 

is limited to tractors or swamp-buggies,

HISTORY- The original work on the property predates 1922 when

an evaluation report was written by J.H. Rattray, 

Mining Engineer. Rattray's report indicated the 

presence of a number of veins and mineralized 

zones, several of which had good widths and carried 

appreciable gold values. The "Jumbo Vein" in the 

northwest corner of current claim L-799379 

was reported by Rattray to be the largest showing 

examined. It consists of a contact zone between 

massive diabase and massive greenstone with porphyry 

intruding in the vicinity. He mentions a cross 

section across this area over 150 feet wide containing 

sheared and fractured rocks with quartz veins, string 

ers and brecciated country rock. Twenty-one samples 

were taken, eleven of which gave from 0.01 to 0.04 

oz./ton Au. Five samples assayed 0.05 to 0,08 oz./ 

ton Au and another 5 samples gave 0.12 to 0.17 oz./ 

ton Au over narrow widths. A number of other small
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showings are mentioned that returned low gold values, 

but appear to be of little economic significance. 

Samples taken from the "Toast Vein" on current 

claim L-799376 ran as high as 0.1E oz./ton Au. The

"Cabin Vein" in the northwest corner of current 

claim L-739260 was singled out as having some chance 

as values as high as 0.41 oz./ton Au were encountered 

by channel sampling. A number of other good values 

were indicated in the "Cabin Vein", but the vein 

had been opened up by only a few pits at that time. 

In 1924 a channel sample cut across a trench on the

'Cabin Vein" reportedly assayed 0.90 oz./ton Au, but 

the vein is mostly in low ground so Ontario Gold 

Veins, Limited sank a small shaft to fifty-five feet 

and drove a crosscut out forty-five feet on the fifty 

foot level. Fourteen samples were taken at that time 

from the crosscut with the highest value being 0.30 

oz./ton Au and all work stopped in 1925- During this 

period a shaft was sunk to fifty feet in the area of 

the "Jumbo Vein" on a quartz vein some 3 feet wide 

that was described as cutting across the schistosity 

of the country rock, but values encountered were not 

encouraging.

In 1937 R. F. Taylor, Mining Engineer, re-examined 

the shaft area on the "Cabin Vein" for Kinika Gold 

Mines Limited. He decided to dewater the shaft and 

carefully channel sample the crosscut. He described 

the mineralized zone ("Cabin Vein") at .the end of the 

crosscut as a silicified, brecciated zone with some
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quartz and considerable pyrite mineralization, but 

there is no definite well defined contact. He sug 

gested that the zone may lie on the contact between 

two lava flows which has been silicified by second 

ary infiltrated quartz. Channel smaples cut from 

both walls of the crosscut across the fifteen foot 

wide zone returned a variety of gold assays as high 

as 86 oz./ton. One sample contained a considerable 

quantity of coarse visible gold so it was rejected 

and new samples were cut above and below it to more 

accurately determine the true grade. Taylor con 

cluded that the gold mineralization was very irreg 

ular and probably present as native gold as opposed 

to auriferous pyrite. He recommended a little drift 

ing in the crosscut and a bulk sample of the zone be 

taken.

No further work is recorded on the property until 

19?2 when Ajax Minerals Limited carried out limited 

overburden trenching close to the Kinika shaft, but 

it doesn't appear that any rock was exposed from this 

work.

In 197^ Consolidated Beaumont Resources Limited 

carried out a magnetic survey in the vicinity of the 

Kinika shaft area and outlined a magnetic high with 

which the "Cabin Vein" zone is associated. Subsequent! 

Beaumont carried out 2,860 feet of diamond drilling ir 

8 holes around the shaft area. Most of the holes 

returned gold values in the "Cabin Vein" zone, but



the results appear erratic, much the same as Taylor's 

1937 sampling disclosed. The zone was indicated by 

drilling for at least 250 feet in length and is open a 

both ends. The three best intersections from this dri 

ling were 3.2 ft. of 0,2*1- oz./ton Au, 4.5 ft. of 0.30 

/ton and 6.2 feet of 0.145 oz./ton Au. A few of the 

drill holes contained several gold bearing intersectio 

In 1979 the property was restaked by Don McKinnon of 

Timmins who sold it to Cedar Ridge Explorations Limite 

A plan of Taylor's 193? sampling was prepared by Dave 

Bell in November 1980 for Cedar Ridge Explorations. Wi 

the high values cut to 1.00 oz./ton Au Bell calculated 

the "Cabin Vein" zone would average 0.16 oz./ton Au 

across 15 feet. In 1981 Cedar Ridge carried out mag 

netic and VLF-EM surveys on a grid with 200 foot line 

spacings over a much larger area than that which is de 

cribed by this report. A number of magnetic and VLF-E 

anomalies were disclosed across their property and wou 

appear regional in extent, although many of them would 

not be tremendously linear in extent. Some limited 

muskeg-backhoe trenching was done around the "Knoll 

Vein" and "Jumbo Vein" areas, but no rock work appears 

to have been done and Cedar Ridge went broke, no longe 

being a reporting issuer.

Subsequently, the property described herein was restak 

for this writer when it reverted to the Crown in March 

and April, 1984. A program of reconnaissance proton 

magnetometer surveying has been carried out over parts 

of the Blue Mountain property for Premier Explorations 

Inc. prior to this report.



GEOLOGY- The regional geology of the area was mapped by Howard 

Lovell and Ray Rupert and is reported on in G. R. 84, 

Ontario Department of Mines (19?0). The property 

is underlain by sheared and foliated light to dark 

weathered intermediate mafic metavolcanics. Structur 

ally, the metavolcanics have been folded on end, 

trending northwest. The north half of the property 

appears to be a folded limb dipping and facing north 

east 700 to 800 , with the south half a southwest 

dipping and facing portion of a possible anticline. 

Dave Bell's examination of the Kinika shaft area 

indicates that extensive shearing has occurred 

coincidental to the individual volcanic flow tops, 

 and common with these shear zones are numerous 

irregular gash quartz veins in silicified, mineralized 

somewhat carbonatized flow tops. It appears that 

the gold occurs as fine grained native gold in quartz 

filled fractures generally confined within the mineral 

ized flow tops between mafic and intermediate meta 

volcanics. It should be noted that the gold zones 

found to date on the property occur close to the top 

of the Kinojevis group of rocks near the contact 

with the Blake River group of rocks, a similar 

environment to the Doyon and Bousquet mines in the 

Cadillac area of Quebec.

WORK PROGRAM- A highly concentrated program of bulldozer and wajax

stripping, backhoe trenching, blasting, sampling and 

mapping was carried out between August 19, 1985
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and Sept. 18, 1985 with Premier Explorations as 

operator. A preliminary report submitted for 

assessment work on September 9, 1985 by this writer 

covers the initial work from August 19 to 25th, 1985- 

The remainder of the program is best described by 

individual areas.

THE'KNOLL VEIN"- A quartz-carbonate vein that strikes 300 east of 

north across the north-south claim line between 

L-799373 and L-799377 about 200 feet north of the 

number 2 and 3 corners respectively. At the north 

end of the vein exposure a width of 8 feet of quartz- 

carbonate material is exposed where Cedar Ridge put 

down a fair backhoe trench. The vein is very sparsely 

mineralized with pyrite and chalcopyrite. The 

southern exposure of the vein is 250 feet south- 

west of the overburden trench and the entire vein 

occurs in massive pillowed basalt along the contact 

of a Matachewan diabase dike. Seven grab and chip 

samples were taken, but results were discouraging 

and no doubt the vein is present along an old line 

of weakness into which the diabase intruded and at 

least partially influenced the occurrence of the vein. 

This resembles other quartz-carbonate veins in the 

Matachewan area of northeastern Ontario where minor 

gold values are associated with diabase dike contacts. 

A map of this area was submitted in the September 9th, 

1985 report and scaled at one inch equalling 50 feet.

THE "SOUTH BOUNDARY VEIN"- A quartz-carbonate vein that strikes 

nearly north-south some 20 to 40 feet east of the
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common line between L-799391 and L-799392 some 200 

feet north of the number 2 and 3 corners respectively. 

Only manual stripping and trenching were done at 

this locality. Quartz-carbonate material up to 2 

feet wide is exposed in two trenches about 250 feet 

apart with massive basalt being the country rock. The 

wallrock near the vein is slightly altered and sparsel 

mineralized with fine pyrite. Some brecciated pieces 

of wallrock occur in the vein as do clots of chalco 

pyrite up to i inch. There is also a little fine 

chalcopyrite in the vein. A very prominent north- 

south draw just east of the vein outcrops suggest 

that a fault has influenced the occurrence of this 

vein. The appearance and mode of occurrence of this 

vein is similar to that of the "Knoll Vein." The 

results of six samples taken from here are described 

as follows:

650j- grab of quartz muck from trench - very sparse 
chalcopyrite - 0.002 Au

651s- grab of mostly altered wallrock with quartz
stringers - some blebs of chalcopyrite - 0.002 A

652:- chip from 2 ft. wide quartz-carbonate vein - a 
little altered wallrock - some blebs of chalco 
pyrite - NIL Au

653:- grab of quartz-carbonate vein - very sparse 
chalcopyrite - NIL Au

65^:- grab of altered wallrock - very sparse pyrite - 
0.002 Au

655:- chip of quartz-carbonate vein 1.5 feet wide -
very sparse pyrite - some feldspar and brecciate 
country rock - 0.002 Au

These samples and the workings and geology are rep 

resented on a map scaled at one inch equalling 50 feet
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THE "TOAST VEIN"- This was uncovered by routine prospecting in the

vicinity of the "Jumbo Vein" and had not been looked 

at since 1924. Upon initial inspection an area some 

75 feet long had been trenched by the old-timers with 

one large pit sunk on a zone of altered schistose 

rock containing quartz-carbonate material at least 

one foot wide. This would be approximately 600 feet 

northwesterly from the "Jumbo Vein" area on claim 

L-79937?. At this time 12 samples were taken from 

the area of the large pit and are described as follows

620:- grab of quartz well mineralized with fine and
coarse pyrite and a little chalcopyrite - 0.02 A

621:- grab of silicified wallrock well mineralized wit 
coarse and fine pyrite and a little chalcopyrite 
0.01 Au

622:- grab of quartz well mineralized with fine and 
coarse pyrite - 0.01 Au - 0.005 Au Recheck

623:- grab of altered wallrock - silicified with fair 
coarse pyrite - 0.01 Au

624:- grab of altered wallrock - silicified - fair 
fine brassy disseminated pyrite - 0.005 Au

625s- grab of quartz - fair fine and coarse pyrite - 
0.002 Au

626:- grab of altered wallrock - some fine pyrite - 
NIL Au

627:- grab of silicified wallrock well mineralized 
with fine and coarse pyrite and some chalco 
pyrite - 0.01 Au

628:- grab of oxidized material - no pyrite - semi- 
massive chalcopyrite - a few seams of spec 
ularite - 0.01 Au

629s- grab of folded vein and wallrock well mineral 
ized with fine pyrite - 0.03 Au

630:- grab of quartz vein with feldspar and a little 
coarse pyrite - 0,002 Au
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631:- grab of quartz vein with feldspar and a little 
chalcopyrite and fair coarse pyrite - 0.005 Au

The values from the twelve samples were somewhat 

encouraging so a large area around the exposed vein was 

bulldozer stripped and the east and west ends of the 

vein were backhoe trenched. The area was further 

exposed by wajax stripping to have a better look. It 

is determined that the vein is a fractured zone with 

quartz veining that cuts across the schistosity of the 

tuffaceous rocks surrounding it. The tuffs are shearei 

on a regional scale with the "Toast Vein" being intense 

fracturing cutting across the regional trend of the 

shearing. Having exposed more rock than the old- 

timers could, another nine samples were taken and 

are described as follows j

6?0:- grab of altered tuff on the north side of the 
vein system - a little fine pyrite - 0.002 Au

6?1:- grab of altered tuffaceous wallrock - more 
coarse pyrite - 0.005 Au

672:- chip across one foot of fault gouge -silicified 
fair crystalline pyrite - 0.1^ Au - 0.12 Au 
recheck

6?3s- grab of quartz vein - some coarse pyrite - 0.02 .

67^-s- grab of altered wallrock on south side of quartz 
lead - a little fine pyrite - some coarse pyrite 
silicified - 0.005 Au

675:- grab of altered tuffaceous wallrock - some fine 
pyrite - 0.002 Au

676:- grab of quartz 6 inches wide - a little crystal 
line pyrite - 0.005 Au

677s- grab of oxidized fault gouge one foot wide - fai: 
coarse crystalline pyrite - 0.07 Au

678:- chip of two feet of altered wallrock - fair fine 
to cubic pyrite - 0.17 Au - 0.18, 0.19, 0.19 on 
recheck.
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Some better gold values than the old-timers obtained 

were disclosed by this recent sampling. An understand!: 

of the concentrating process of gold mineralization ha; 

been determined, being similar to the area of the 

"Jumbo Vein1* to the southeast and will be discussed 

later in the report. The samples, workings and 

geology of the "Toast Vein" are represented on a map 

scaled at one inch equalling 25 feet.

TILE "JUMBO VEIN"- This locality has been the site of most of the work

from this program. A rough map of the geology and soiru 

initial sampling accompanies the September 9th, 1985 

assessment work report submitted by this writer. Weak 

shearing and several small quartz leads were noticed 

around the old shaft. Eleven samples returned low golf 

values although one sample assayed 0.05 oz./ton Au. A 

major program of bulldozer stripping, backhoe trenching 

wajax stripping, plugger work, sampling and mapping wa; 

undertaken to better expose the area around the old 

Jumbo shaft. Once stripping had advanced it was evidei 

that there was considerably more shearing present than 

first impressions afforded. After blasting numerous 

"pop shots" into the rock it became evident that most 

of the rocks around the old shaft were tuffaceous with 

some minor associated interflow sedimentary horizons. 

Fair sulphide mineralization is quite widespread so 

another range of samples were taken and are described ; 

follows!

632:- grab of altered siliceous tuff- I Qfo pyrite - 
quartz stringers transverse to shearing - 
0.005 Au
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633s- grab of cherty tuff with quartz-carbonate string 
ers - 5?5 pyrite in small cubes - 0.002 Au

634:- grab of cherty tuff - fair cubic and crystalline 
pyrite - a few quartz stringers transverse to 
shearing 0.005 Au

635s- grab of 12" quartz vein - middle of vein bull 
quartz with feldspar clots - walls of vein 
well mineralized with fine pyrite - NIL Au

636:- grab of fault gouge material - cherty - fair 
pyrite in pods and layers - 0.01 Au - 0.02 Au 
recheck

63?:- grab of brecciated cherty material - some fine 
pyrite - 0.01 Au

638j- more selected pieces - the same as 637 - 0.005 
Au

639s- grab of sheared tuff - fair fine disseminated 
pyrite - 0.005 Au

6401- grab of sheared tuff - more pyrite than 640 - 
0.005 Au

6411- rough chip 8" wide of sheared cherty material - 
somewhat silicified - fair pyrite in layers and 
pods - quite magnetic - 0.01 Au - 0.005 recheok

642:- grab of cherty tuff - fair fine disseminated 
pyrite - NIL Au

643:- grab altered tuff - highly silicified - consider 
able fine pyrite - 0.002 Au

644:- grab of brecciated tuff - chloritic - hematized 
fair fine pyrite - 0.002 Au

645s- grab of cherty layered sediment - altered - some 
hematized quartz - considerable fine pyrite - 
0.002 Au

646:- grab of brecciated cherty sediment - hematized - 
fair fine pyrite - NIL Au

64?:- grab of fine-grained red felsic tuff - pyrite 
only along joint planes - NIL Au

648s- grab of brecciated cherty sediment - hematized - 
sericitic fault crack - fair fine pyrite - 0.002
Au . .

649;- grab of sheared cherty breccia - fair fine pyrit- 
0.002 Au
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Results of these 18 samples were not too encouraging, 

although low values seem to be present everywhere. Mor 

wajax stripping and blasting were undertaken to expose 

as much as possible in the vicinity of the old shaft 

that could be done within the budget. It became 

evident that even more shearing and fracturing is 

present than previously appeared. Since the best value 

found to date in this program seem to be associated wi1 

fracturing, another range of samples were taken and are 

described as follows:

656:- grab of fractured zone - silicified - some pyrite 
0.002 Au

657s- grab of fractured zone - some pyrite - no quartz 
0.002 Au

6581- grab of cherty tuff - sheared - a little fine 
pyrite - 0.002 Au

659'.- grab of cherty sediment - a little pyrite - 0.00' 
Au

660:- grab of cherty sediment - altered - close to 
fracture plane - some pyrite - 0.01 Au

661 s- same as 660 - NIL Au

662:- grab of fault gouge along contact of tuff and 
cherty sediment - fair pyrite - 0.05 Au

663:- chip across fractured plane - highly silicified - 
some fine pyrite - 0.09 Au

664:- same as 663 - 0.0? Au - 0.09 Au recheck

665s- grab of oxidized material from fault zone - fair 
pyrite - 0.01 Au

666:- grab of altered sediment - silicified - a little 
pyrite - 0.002 Au

66?:- grab of altered sediment - silicified - some fine 
pyrite - 0,002 Au

668:- same as 66? - NIL Au
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669s- grab of quartz muck from old trench - quartz
vein with a little crystalline pyrite - altered 
wallrock - NIL Au

A sample taken from the eastern outcrop was submitted 

for a semi-quantitative multi-element analysis. Result 

show that this sedimentary rock has considerable carboi 

ate alteration and fair iron content in the form of 

sulphides. Other elements form a usual background for 

this type of rock, (cherty tuff). The samples, work 

ings and geology of the "Jumbo Vein" are represented 

on a map scaled at one inch equalling 25 feet. 

CONCLUSIONS- The work program has revealed a suite of tuffaceous

and sedimentary rocks that are fractured on a regional 

scale. This shearing extends for several miles across 

the property and the Kinika shaft area ("Cabin Vein") 

is associated with this regional trend as brecciated 

cherty material was seen on the Kinika shaft dump. 

Samples taken at the "Knoll" and '"South Boundary Veins' 

show that north-south fracturing (cross-faults) is not 

an important factor to gold mineralization. Detailed 

sampling at the "Toast" and "Jumbo Vein" areas shows 

that quartz veins are unimportant and rarely assay 

anything except for one sample from the "Toast Vein" 

that ran 0.03 oz./ton Au because the vein was folded 

and fractured at that point. Fracturing with attendan 

silicification and carbonatization seem to be the 

important factors for concentrations of gold mineral 

ization. The amount of pyrite present has no bearing 

on the amount of contained gold. Some of the samples 

with the highest sulphide content yielded very little
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gold. However, gold seems to always be present wherevf 

intense fracturing or shearing have been invaded by 

secondary silicate and carbonate. It must be assumed 

that the gold is present as very finely divided native 

gold and not auriferous pyrite. This assumption is 

encouraging in that the "Toast", "Jumbo" and "Cabin 

Vein" areas all share the same probable type of gold 

mineralization and occur along a regional trend that 

spans several miles. The values obtained from the 

"Jumbo" and "Toast Vein" areas disclose that low, but 

anomalous amounts of gold are present everywhere withii 

the tuffaceous suite of rocks. The values become more 

concentrated in the vicinity of intense fracturing and 

shearing, especially where invaded by carbonate and 

silicate. Therefore it would seem that areas of fold 

ing or whatever else that could create more intense 

shearing would be the ideal targets for exploration 

along this regional trend of favourable rocks. It 

should also be mentioned that this favourable conditio: 

may exist both up and down stratigraphy as well as alo: 

the regional trend.

REG OMMENDATIONS- Further prospecting should be done southeast of the

"JumboVein" area as the tuffaceous suite of rocks out 

crops intermittently. Anywhere where encouraging gold 

values are obtained should be stripped, trenched etc. 

much the same as done on this program. Soil geochem 

istry should be done along the regional trend of the 

favourable horizon to pinpoint any anomalous areas of 

gold mineralization obscured by overburden and of
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course be followed-up by diamond drilling. Consider 

ably more diamond drilling should be done on the 

"Cabin Vein" zone as a follow-up of the Consolidated 

Beaumont drilling. Several drift rounds should be 

taken both east and west of the crosscut in the 

Kinika shaft, much the same as R. F. Taylor's 1937 

recommendations support and a bulk sample (5 tons) 

of the mined material be shipped to Lakefield Research 

for testing.

Respectfully Submitted by:

Carl P. Forbes

October 25, 1985 
Kirkland Lake, Ontario

A COMPLETE BREAKDOWN OF THE MANUAL LABOUR, MECHANICAL 
STRIPPING, HYDRAULIC STRIPPING, PLUGGER WORK AND 
TECHNICAL HOURS IS APPENDED TO THIS REPORT FOR 
ASSESSMENT WORK REQUIREMENTS. COPIES OF THE ASSAY 
SHEETS AND INVOICES ARE ALSO APPENDED.
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